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WHAT ABOUT THOSE PROMISES?

This historical stage play takes you back to the time of the signing of the Point Elliott Treaty of 1855, when members of the Lummi Indian Tribe traveled (by canoe) to Makah to meet with Washington Territory Governor, Isaac Stevens. “What about those Promises” recognizes tribal efforts to continue a relationship with the United States government from treaty signing to present day. However, issues of sovereignty, jurisdiction and land claims have been overlooked for generations. This story has been passed down from our elders so that we may never forget the broken promises.

CAST & CREW
Gore Harry
Harmena Maira
Tom Sampson
Charles Williams
Robert Murray
James Hillman
Gabi Ray Simmers
Sean Walbeck
Bobbie Reed
Michael Vendola
Jordan Johnson
Richard Jefferson
Heather Jefferson
Fredda Lane
Todd Olbers

Original stage play by the late Fred Lane

Director: Dennis Carroll
Scenic Design: Jan Boone
Costumes: Lisa Freitas
Lighting Design: Alley Theatre

SATURDAY, JUNE 1, 2013 · BELLINGHAM H.S. AUDITORIUM · 7:00PM · $10.00

ALL PROCEEDS BENEFIT THE LUMMI YOUTH ACADEMY. TICKETS & INFORMATION: ROSA REEVY — (360) 312-2145

Phelan White, Pam Whitaker
- Collaboration with tribal communities
- Special treatment for culturally sensitive materials
- Public accessibility and use of some materials
- Intellectual and cultural property rights
- Copying, sharing and/or repatriation
- Research protocols and contracts
- Reciprocal education and training
- Advocacy
CHEHALIS, SHOALWATER, CHINOOK, CLALLAM, CLATSOP, COLVILLE, COWLITZ, DUWAMISH, HAIDA, KLAMATH, KLIKITTAT, KWAKIUTL, LUMMI, MAKAH, MUCKLESHOOT, NEZ PERCE, NISQUALLY, NOOKSACK, PACHENANT, PUYALLUP, QUILEUTE, QUINAULT, SALISH, SEMIAHMOO, SINKIUSE, SKAGIT, S'KLALLAM, SNOHOMISH, SQUAXIN, STEILACOOM, STILLAGUAMISH, SUIATTLA-SAUK, SWINOMISH, AND SUQUAMISH, TLINGIT, TULALIP.
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